GracePoint Publishing's Book Catalog
Featuring Human Design Titles

2021 Human Design Conference Online Book Promotion
Buy any five titles from our Human Design Catalog (which includes Human Design
Press and a few of our additional titles that are in alignment) and you could win a
$25 Amazon gift card.
•
•
•
•

Pick any five (5) of the 14 titles listed in this catalog
Shop between today and Sept 17th (one title will not be available until Sept
15th)
Buy in any format – ebook, paperback, even pre-sale
Forward your Amazon receipt to booksales@gracepointpublishing.com

Everyone who submits a receipt is eligible for the drawing to be held on September
20th. We will email the winners directly and post the results on our GracePoint
Publishing Facebook page.
We love books and we hope you enjoy reading these or giving them as gifts!

Parenting The Child You Have:
Re-Imagining The Parent-Child Relationship
Through The Lens of Human Design
By Aypril Porter
There is no doubt that parenting is a roller
coaster of an adventure that presents its
fair share of challenges. In Parenting the
Child You Have, author Aypril Porter uses
Human Design to teach readers how to
navigate its twists and turns while also
creating a closer, richer relationship with
their children.
Parenting The Child You Have teaches you
how to understand and appreciate your
child’s uniqueness, while also seeing how
you differ from each other. As a result,
parents can be the best version of
themselves while helping children stand
tall in their knowledge of who they came
here to be. Porter’s gentle, supportive
wisdom enables children to be seen,
heard, and valued for who they truly are,
allowing them to navigate the world from
a deep inner wisdom.
Parenting The Child You Have will help you find more compassion for your children and all of the
people in your life, especially those whose habits drive you crazy!

Available for Pre-sale Now:
Buy from Amazon

Becoming an Empowered Projector: Essential
Wisdom and Guidance for Thriving as a Projector
By Evelyn Levenson
Within Human Design, each Type has its unique
role. Projectors are here to guide the energy of the
other Types and usher in a new consciousness in
the evolution of humanity. This is a vital role. Yet,
life as a Projector can feel challenging and many
struggle. As they navigate their day to day lives,
Projectors often feel disempowered, invisible,
unproductive, exhausted, and even broken. This is
from a lack of alignment with their energetic
blueprint.
Becoming an Empowered Projector is designed to
help this Human Design type understand who they
are, why they're here, and how to navigate their
role in this world. Author and Projector Evelyn
Levenson expertly and skillfully guides the reader
on how to access their power in sustainable and
effective ways. In this book, you will learn:
•
•
•
•
•
•

The cosmic purpose of Projectors
Why you struggle and how to heal the
trauma of your struggles
The right way to wait for invitations
How to gain recognition that leads to your
right invitations
How to turn bitterness and burnout into
your friends
How to manage your energy, embrace
your uniqueness, and truly thrive

Becoming an Empowered Projector provides Projectors and those who love them with the valuable
guidance and information they need to step into their brilliance, power, and sweet success.

Available for Pre-sale Now:
Buy from Amazon

The Human Design Reflector:
Barometer of the World
By Amber Clements
In Human Design, Reflectors play an integral part in
the world. They are not designed to go with the
status quo and when they begin to live authentically,
Reflectors move humanity forward with their
objectivity and wisdom.
Reflectors are the only ones with the ability to
sample the energies of the people around them but
not become conditioned by them. This type of
person sees great hope in humanity and can feel the
nature of all living things in spite of their
conditioning. Because they walk through life with a
“Teflon” aura, they are the ones who see the beauty
and potential of the world even when most of
humanity has forgotten the true value of life and
how to live authentically.
Reflectors are the rarest of all the Human Design
types and their journey isn’t always the easiest.

Purchase Now:
Buy from Amazon

Human Design Type Guidebooks:
A Complete Collection: Generator, Manifestor,
Manifesting Generator, Projector, Reflector
By Nani Chesire & Emily Vino
Human Design combines Astrology,
the Chakra system, the I-Ching, the Kabbalah,
and Quantum Physics to form a chart of when your
soul entered this life.
No two charts are the same, just as no two people are
the same.
This artistically illustrated zine-style guidebook
combines all 5 of the Human Design types into one:
• Generator
• Manifestor
• Manifesting Generator
• Projector
• Reflector
This is a great tool to learn what it means to be any of
the five types.
You will learn about their unique role in the collective,
how they stay balanced, and more. If you’re someone
who is seeking to understand others so you can relate
with them authentically, wanting to learn more about
your type, or gain insight in to someone in your life,
you will appreciate what this guidebook has to offer!

Purchase Now:
Buy from Amazon

Doors of Love and Light:
Clear and Energize Your Spaces and Your Personal
Energy with these Messages of Love and Light
By Rita Morgin
This Auracle provides exploration in
awakening to your intuition. You can use it
with the card deck or as a stand-alone
mediation. You just open the book to a
random page for your reading.
"Auracle Cards" instead of "Oracle Cards"
because you are invited to hear (auricle) your
own intuition, rather than be told (oracle)
what you need to know. When we know how
to listen to our own inner wisdom, we have
the ability to connect with all the knowledge
in the Universe. The Doors of Love and Light
Auracle Card deck supports you in
awakening, clearing, trusting, welcoming and
energizing your intuition, your personal
connection to your inner wisdom. When you
know how to "hear" your inner voice, you
discover that you have access to all the
information you need to build a meaningful
and joy-filled life.

Purchase Now:
Buy from Amazon

The Rebel Healers
Chronicles of a Fractured Soul
By Lany Marie
Loyalties will collide in this captivating femaledriven epic fantasy!
A piece of Ellara’s soul is stolen, taken by an
adversary who wants to make her his. Hunted for
powers she knows little about, Ellara must find a way
to take back her homelands before they’re lost
forever.
As a Healer-Priestess, Ellara’s first inclination is
peaceful resolution, but the corrupted Council of
Healers cling to an outdated tradition, allowing the
iron-fisted rule of patriarchy to stop at nothing to
overtake Ellara’s homeland and subjugate the
powerful Healers who reside on the island.
Preserving the traditions of her people will require
Ellara to rise up and fight, pitting her unknown
powers against the corruption of usurpers who
wants to destroy everything she holds dear.

Purchase Now:
Buy from Amazon

Born Unique: A Human Design Activity Book
By Denise Reichmuth
Wish your life came with an owner's manual?
Human Design is a complex and nuanced
system and understanding your specific Human
Design is like having an owner's manual for your
life. Human Design—a synthesis of Eastern and
Western Astrology, the Chinese I'Ching, the
Hindu Charka System, Judaic Kabbalah and
quantum physics—gives you deep insights into
your life purpose, best way to work, decision
making, strengthening relationships, and
increasing well-being.
Born Unique is an easy-to-follow workbook
which provides a simple, step-by-step process to
help you truly understand your Human Design
chart. You will learn how to use your chart as a
tool to help you make good, informed choices
that bring you closer to living an authentically aligned life. This powerful tool for both
newcomers to Human Design and professional students, gives you a synthesis of Human
Design teachings from the world's top teachers and helps you explore specific elements in the
chart with great depth and ease. Each page gives you exercises and visual images that help you
deepen your understanding and practical insights to help you master all the details in your
Human Design chart. This workbook takes the confusion and overwhelm out of understanding
you through the lens of your Human Design.

Available to order by September 15th:
Search Amazon

Abundance by Design: Discover Your Unique
Code for Health, Wealth and Happiness
Isn’t it time to write a new story — your own story —
where you create the success and abundance you
deserve in the way that is right for you?
If you’ve ever felt that you’re not lovable, abundant,
vital, supported, powerful, purposeful and valuable,
this book will help you discover that the opposite is
Truth. – Karen Curry Parker
The real answer to success, wealth, love, health and
happiness is found in your process of personal
transformation using Human Design, a scientific
system.
Human Design is rich and complex; it involves a lot
of data. The system is a synthesis of Eastern and
Western Astrology, the Chinese I’Ching, the
Kabbalah, the Hindu Chakra System, and Quantum
Physics.

Purchase Now:
Buy from Amazon

Human Design Activation Guide:
Introduction to Your Quantum Blueprint
By Karen Curry Parker
You enter into this life with a Soul Plan and a Life
Purpose. The unique expression of who you are has a
specific reason for being here on the planet right now.
You may not always “know” that reason but your life, if
you live it authentically, will reveal that purpose to you
step by step.
When we are born, the energy of the world begins to
take us away from the Truth of Who We Really Are. Your
genetic lineage, your experiences, your pain, trauma and
beliefs that you learn from the people around you,
condition you away from that Truth.
Living true to your Human Design Type allows you to
interface and connect with the natural abundance of the
Cosmic Plan and supports you in aligning with your
destiny – the lessons you sought to master before you
even incarnated.

Purchase Now:
Buy from Amazon

The Quantum Human
By Karen Curry Parker
Our human energy “blueprint” is in a constant
state of flux as we grow and change. As our
creative ability expands and our ability to fulfill
the potential for a peaceful, just, and sustainable
world grows, knowing about the new Global Cycle
we’re about to enter has never been more
important.
In The Quantum Human, you will learn:
• What’s REALLY happening in the world
right now and why there’s so much
tension and conflict
• How the Human Design chart has evolved
• New changes in the chart and how you
might be impacted
• How to be fully aligned with the coming
changes
• How to deepen your purpose and mission
to ensure you do your part in creating a
better world.
This FULL COLOR edition will also show you how
to reprogram your DNA so you can overcome
outdated ancestral programming and help your
body hold higher energy frequencies.
Remember … when you reclaim the truth of who you are, you not only create a life that is
worthy of you, you also take your place in service to the world.

Purchase Now:
Buy from Amazon

Introduction to Quantum Human Design
By Karen Curry Parker
By gaining an understanding of Quantum Human
Design, you will unleash your full potential and
create an authentic life.
The Introduction to Quantum Human Design was
written by Karen Curry Parker, one of the world’s
foremost Life Coaches and Energy Psychologists.
Her guide will —
•
•
•
•
•

Help you decipher your Human Design
Chart
Allow you to improve many aspects of your
life
Give you the ability to attain a more
positive outlook on life
Provide you with tools to attain a higher
vibrational frequency
Connect you with the quantum universe

The author has taken the language of Human
Design and re-engineered it into an empowering
and easy-to-understand guide that will help you
acquire an understanding your life’s purpose. By
utilizing the tools in this book, you’ll be on your
way to living your best life.
Quantum Human Design is backed up by science. Whether you’ve been a student of the system
for years or are brand new to the concept, this simple introduction will give you a
comprehensive understanding of how to unlock your inherent promise and embrace a fully
realized life path.
Creating an authentic life and walking a path of high vibration has never been easier. Allow
Quantum Human Design to create an enhanced story about yourself.

Unlimited possibilities are just a hand grasp away!

Purchase Now:
Buy from Amazon

Inside the Body of God
By Karen Curry Parker
Inside the Body of God reveals a step-by-step system
that helps you master the science of Alchemy: Change
your limiting beliefs and deep conditioning into a joyous
expression of your creativity in alignment with your
Divinity. When you are no longer a victim of life,
experiencing an Earth fraught with sparse resources,
suffering, and fighting, you create Heaven on Earth in
partnership with God and all things Divine. Life is
intended to be easy and effortless. You are being
invited to participate in a new quantum reality that
requires you to activate the Divinity within and serve as
a co-creator of a powerful new Earth. This book teaches
you how to initiate and activate that alchemical process.

Purchase Now:
Buy from Amazon

Human Design and the Coronavirus
By Karen Curry Parker
Every event, including your birth, has an
energy design that is a synthesis of the
planetary themes transiting at the inception
of the event. These planetary themes set up
the “curriculum” that the event is teaching us.
Understanding the planetary energies of an
event allows you to use the themes of the
event to consciously grow and evolve.
In this workbook, you’re going to learn about
the energy blueprint of the Coronavirus
(COVID-19) Pandemic of 2020. This workbook
outlines the planetary themes of the
pandemic, gives you concrete understandings
about what’s really happening on the planet
right now and how you can use this
information to find comfort, hope and feel
empowered during this international crisis.

Purchase Now:
Buy from Amazon

Human Design Evolution Guide 2021
By Karen Curry Parker
Prepare to transform your life in 2021! Every
year Human Design delivers a 365-day creative
cycle that assists with releasing what no longer
serves you and allows for a conscious increase
of creative energy as you grow and evolve.
This weekly guide is designed to give you a way
to harness the Celestial energy supporting you
in creating what you want in your life in 2021.
Using weekly affirmations, writing assignments,
and Emotional Freedom Techniques (EFT) setup
phrases, you will: Learn how the weekly Celestial
weather influences your life Explore the theme
of each of the 64 Human Design Gates as they
activate each week.

Purchase Now:
Buy from Amazon

